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The Zipper Model of Translational Control:
A Small Upstream ORF Is the Switch that Controls
Structural Remodeling of an mRNA Leader
of eIF4F. This mechanism was first described for viral
RNAs in infected cells, which are translated when cap-
dependent initiation is downregulated (Pelletier and So-
nenberg, 1988).
It is becoming apparent that many eukaryotic cellular
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including the cat-1 gene (Hyatt et al., 1997). Cat-1 mRNA
is translated via an IRES as part of the cellular response
to amino acid deficiency (Fernandez et al., 2001). ThisSummary
IRES is located within the cat-1 mRNA leader and con-
tains an upstream open reading frame (uORF) that en-Transport of the essential amino acids arginine and
lysine is critical for the survival of mammalian cells. codes a 48 residue peptide. During amino acid starva-
tion, cat-1 IRES activity increases via a mechanism thatThe adaptive response to nutritional stress involves
increased translation of the arginine/lysine transporter requires translation of the uORF (Fernandez et al., 2002).
In this report, we used three approaches to show(cat-1) mRNA via an internal ribosome entry site (IRES)
within the mRNA leader. Induction of cat-1 IRES activ- that translation of the uORF regulates IRES activity via
dynamic RNA-RNA interactions within the mRNA leader.ity requires both translation of a small upstream open
reading frame (uORF) within the IRES and phosphory- Studies of IRES activity in transfected cells were used
to define the uORF-dependent regulation of cat-1 IRESlation of the translation initiation factor eIF2. We
show here that translation of the upstream ORF un- activity. In vitro translation assays were used to deter-
mine the sequences in the cat-1 mRNA leader that havefolds an inhibitory structure in the mRNA leader, elic-
iting a conformational change that yields an active an inhibitory effect on ribosome movement. Finally,
structure probing of the cat-1 leader provided directIRES. The IRES, whose activity is induced by amino
acid starvation, is created by RNA-RNA interactions information about the secondary/tertiary structure of the
leader.between the 5 end of the leader and downstream
sequences. This study suggests that the structure of Our results suggest a model for regulation of the cat-1
IRES that involves three stages. In the absence of uORFthe IRES is dynamic and regulation of this RNA struc-
ture is a mechanism of translational control. translation, the mRNA leader exists in a structure that
locks the IRES in a dormant state. Translation of the
uORF disrupts this structure, allowing the leader to formIntroduction
the inducible IRES. An essential structural component
of this IRES is a six-nucleotide stem, which is formed byThe translation of most eukaryotic mRNAs is initiated
via the scanning mechanism (Hershey and Merrick, long-range RNA interactions. IRES-mediated translation
can then be activated by a process that is triggered2000). This mechanism involves the recognition of the
5 end of the mRNA and its m7G-cap structure, followed by the stress-induced phosphorylation of eIF2. The
current view is that IRESs are modular units that canby binding of the eIF2•GTP•Met-tRNAMet/40S ribosomal
subunit complex and scanning downstream to the initia- recruit ribosomes without the activity of eIF4F. Our study
suggests that regulation of dynamic RNA interactionstion codon. The m7G-cap structure is recognized by the
translation initiator factor eIF4F. An alternative mecha- is a mechanism for regulating IRES activity.
nism of translation initiation has also been described
(Hellen and Sarnow, 2001). Cis-acting mRNA elements Results
known as internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs) can direct
ribosome binding to an initiation codon without the need Activation of the Cat-1 IRES Requires Long-Range
Interactions within the mRNA Leader
The function of the cat-1 IRES was examined by ex-*Correspondence: mxh8@po.cwru.edu
6These authors contributed equally to this work. pressing mRNAs with two reporter ORFs. CAT is at the
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Figure 1. Induction of Cat-1 IRES Activity De-
pends on Translation of the uORF and In-
volves Long-Range RNA Interactions
C6 cells were transiently transfected with bi-
cistronic expression vectors containing the
cat1-5UTR DNAs shown in (A). Numbers indi-
cate the position of the nucleotides relative
to the cat-1 ORF A1TG. Exons 1–3 are shown
in blue, red, and yellow, respectively. (B) Fol-
lowing transfection (36 hr), cells were shifted
to fed (F) or starved (S) conditions for 9 hr. Cell
extracts were prepared and LUC and CAT
activities were measured. The LUC/CAT ratio
relative to the cat1(270) value in fed cells is
shown. The numbers indicate the constructs
used. The bars represent the mean  SEM
of three independent experiments. For con-
struct one, the increased LUC/CAT ratio
caused by starvation is due to a 20% de-
crease in CAT and a 4.4-fold increase in LUC.
For all the constructs, starvation caused a
10%–30% decrease in CAT activity.
5 end and is translated by cap-dependent initiation our previous studies, we show here that amino acid
starvation increased the LUC/CAT ratio for CAT/IRES/(Macejak and Sarnow, 1991). LUC is at the 3 end and
is translated only if the intergenic region contains an LUC bicistronic mRNAs containing the entire leader, but
not for a construct with a mutation in the uORF initiationIRES sequence. Because both reporters are translated
from a single mRNA, this method eliminates differences codon (Figure 1, constructs one and two). We also con-
firmed our previous findings (Fernandez et al., 2002) thatdue to transfection efficiency as well as effects of cellu-
lar stress on mRNA levels. induction of cat-1 IRES-mediated translation is indepen-
dent of the 46 nucleotides upstream of the uORF at theStudies of IRES-mediated translation in mammalian
cells is an emerging field. The validity of these studies 5 end of the cat-1 leader (Figures 1A and 1B). We show
here that translation of the uORF is also important forhas been questioned by Kozak, who suggested that
translation from the second cistron in bicistronic vectors induction of translation mediated by the cat1(225)
leader (Figure 1B, constructs three and four). Mutationcould be caused by shorter mRNAs that are produced
by transcription from cryptic promoters or by splicing of the uORF ATG start codon to TTG (Figure 1B, vector
4) or TTT (data not shown) both abolished induction byof bicistronic transcripts. To exclude these possibilities,
we have previously shown that shorter mRNAs are not amino acid depletion. These findings suggest that the
inducible cat-1 IRES is located between residues 225produced from our bicistronic vectors (see Supple-
mental Figure S1C online at http://www.cell.com/cgi/ and 1 of the mRNA leader. Moreover, translation of
the uORF is required for inducible IRES function.content/full/113/3/519/DC1; Fernandez et al., 2002,
2001). We also failed to find promoter activity in vectors Is the uORF sufficient for inducible IRES function or
are other sequences required? To address this question,that contained the cat-1 UTR but no exogenous pro-
moter (Supplemental Figures S1A and S1B). we examined several constructs with deletions in the
cat-1 leader. Two constructs (Figure 1A, constructs fiveThe uORF spans residues 224 to 80 within the
270 nt cat-1 mRNA leader. Bicistronic CAT/LUC mRNA and six) contain the 5 end of the leader truncated at
116 or 80. Both constructs showed basal LUC ex-vectors were used previously to show that induction
of IRES-mediated translation by the full-length leader pression, indicating that the sequence from 270 to
116 has IRES function. However, amino acid starvationduring amino acid starvation was dependent on uORF
translation (Fernandez et al., 2002). We also showed did not induce IRES activity (Figure 1B, constructs five
and six). Because construct five contains the entirethat translation initiates at the uORF in vivo when it is
present within the bicistronic mRNA. In agreement with uORF, this demonstrates that the uORF is not sufficient
Translation of a uORF Regulates IRES Structure
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Figure 2. Induction of IRES-Mediated Trans-
lation Is Independent of the uORF Peptide
Sequence
C6 cells were transiently transfected with bi-
cistronic expression vectors containing cat1-
5UTR sequences in the intercistronic re-
gion (A). Construct one is the wild-type
cat1(270). Constructs two and three have
the indicated mutations. (B) Alignment of the
peptides encoded by the uORFs in con-
structs one and two. (C) Following transfec-
tion (36 hr), cells were shifted to fed (F) or
starved (S) conditions for 9 hr and the LUC/
CAT ratios were determined as described in
Figure 1.
for IRES induction. The importance of sequences in the cat1(270)uORF(TT) could be due to inefficient transla-
tion of the uORF or to the change of the termination3 end of the cat-1 leader was tested with a construct
that contains residues 116 to 1. This construct also codon from 80 to 103 (Figure 2A). We tested this
idea by introducing a stop codon at position 101 of ashowed basal IRES activity, but amino acid starvation
induced expression only by 2-fold (Figure 1B, construct uORF without the frame shift and eliminating the stop
codon at 80 (Figure 2A). The inducible IRES activityseven). These results demonstrate that inducible cat-1
IRES function requires translation of the uORF. It also of this construct was similar to cat1(270)uORF(TT)
(Figure 2C, constructs two and three). We conclude therequires 5 sequences between 225 and 116 as well
as 3 sequences between 116 and 1. Therefore, it is following: (1) the amino acid sequence of the peptide
does not play an obvious role in inducible IRES functionlikely that long-range interactions in the cat-1 leader are
required for IRES function. and (2) the position of the stop codon is not a strict
requirement for regulation of IRES activity. We therefore
propose that translation of the uORF assists formationThe uORF-Encoded Peptide Is Not Important
for Regulation of the Cat-1 IRES of the inducible IRES by unwinding the 5 end of the
leader and allowing new RNA interactions.by Amino Acid Availability
To test if the 48 amino acid uORF peptide is involved
in induction of cat-1 IRES activity, we introduced a The 5 End of the Cat-1 mRNA Leader Inhibits
Translation in a Cell-Free Systemframe-shift mutation into the uORF of the bicistronic
cat1(270) vector. This vector (cat1[270]uORF[TT]) To assess the extent of secondary structure in the cat-1
leader, we used a cell-free system to compare the trans-encodes a peptide of 41 amino acids, which is very
dissimilar to the uORF-encoded peptide (Figures 2A and lation efficiencies of chimeric capped monocistronic
RNAs containing a truncated LUC cistron linked to parts2B). The predicted peptide is shorter than the uORF
peptide, because the termination codon U103GA is used of the cat-1 leader. These RNAs were translated in vitro
using rabbit reticulocyte lysates (RRL). We hypothesized(Figure 2A).
Cat1(270)uORF(TT) had inducible IRES activity that that a secondary structure within the cat-1 uORF should
inhibit ribosome movement and result in low translationwas similar to cat1(270) (Figure 2C, constructs one
and two). Furthermore, the inducible IRES activity of efficiency of the LUC ORF. The in vitro translation experi-
ments revealed the following. (1) The lowest translationcat1(270)uORF(TT) required translation of the uORF
because mutation of the initiator ATG abolished induc- efficiency was observed for the full-length leader, sug-
gesting that ribosome scanning of the cat1(270) leadertion (data not shown). The slightly lower induction of
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Figure 3. The 5 End of the Cat-1 uORF Is
Inhibitory to Ribosome Movement
(A) RNAs containing the indicated sequences
from the cat-1 mRNA leader and 610 nt from
the 5 end of the LUC ORF were prepared
as described in Experimental Procedures. All
RNAs contained the nucleotide G at the 5
end.
(B) RNAs were translated in vitro in the pres-
ence of [35S]Met and labeled products were
analyzed on SDS-PAGE gels. Radioactivity
was analyzed by phosphorimaging. Numbers
indicate the vectors used to generate RNAs.
The relative amount of radioactivity is shown
below the autoradiograms. The bars indicate
standard errors of scanning of the bands.
(C) In vitro transcribed full-length LUC RNAs
containing the cat1(270), cat1(270)mut,
and cat1(192) leaders were cotranslated in
vitro with a CAT RNA as an internal control.
LUC and CAT activities were measured, and
the LUC/CAT ratio is given relative to the
cat1(270) value.
is very inefficient (Figures 3A and 3B, construct one). to 194 were translated poorly, suggesting that this
region is involved in a secondary/tertiary structure thatThis low efficiency was not due to translation of the
uORF because mutation of the uORF ATG to TTG did inhibits ribosome loading and scanning (Figures 3A and
3B, constructs eight to fifteen). However, the RNAs be-not increase LUC translation (Figure 3B, constructs one
and two). (2) Deletion of the sequences upstream of ginning at 209 (construct ten) and 197 (construct
fourteen) are translated more efficiently than the otherthe 5 end of the uORF ATG (270 to 230) improved
ribosome scanning (Figure 3B, constructs two and RNAs in this region. This may be caused by differences
in the ability of the ribosome to bind the 5 end andthree). However, the 215 leader (Figure 3A) was as
inhibitory to ribosome scanning as the cat1(270) (Fig- initiate scanning. (4) The surprising finding was that the
192 leader mediated translation of the LUC cistron tenure 3B, constructs one and eight). These data suggest
that the RNA sequences surrounding the uORF ATG times more efficiently than the 194 leader. To quantify
these results, chimeric LUC RNAs containing the entireare probably not involved in a structure that inhibits
ribosome binding and scanning. This conclusion will be LUC cistron were translated along with an internal con-
trol CAT RNA. LUC enzymatic activities were measuredsupported later by studies probing the structure of the
RNA leader (Figure 6A). (3) Constructs beginning at218 and normalized to the CAT activities. The normalized
Translation of a uORF Regulates IRES Structure
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Figure 4. The Inducible Cat-1 IRES Is Contained within the 192 Nucleotides at the 3 End of the Leader
(A–C) C6 cells were transiently transfected with bicistronic expression vectors containing the cat1-5UTR sequences shown between the CAT
and LUC cistrons. Mutations in the cat1-5UTR sequences are underlined. The LUC/CAT ratios in fed and starved cells were determined as
described in Figure 1.
(D) Predicted structure of cat1(192) using mfold software. Blue lines indicate nucleotides absent from the mouse sequence. Blue nucleotides
indicate substitutions in the mouse sequence.
(E) MEFs S/S and A/A cells were transfected with bicistronic vectors containing the cat1(270) or cat1(192) leaders between the CAT and
LUC cistrons (Figure 1A, construct one, and Figure 4A, construct one). Cell treatments and analysis of the data were as described in (B).
translation of cat1(192) was 20-fold higher than of the cat-1 leader to function as an IRES in a bicistronic
mRNA. IRES activity from this construct was inducedcat1(270) and 40-fold higher than cat1(270)mut. The
CAT activity was similar for all the reactions. These data by amino acid starvation in a manner similar to the full-
length leader (Figure 4B, construct one). We concludesuggest that nucleotides 270 to 192 are involved
in an RNA structure that inhibits ribosome movement. that the structure in this region is important for IRES
function. In order to determine potential secondaryFurthermore, G194C193 play a key role in inhibiting ribo-
some scanning of the cat1(194) leader. structures, we used mfold software to predict the struc-
ture of an RNA containing residues 192 to 1 (Figure
4D). Interestingly, all potential structures contained theThe Inducible Cat-1 IRES Is Located
within the 192 Nucleotides of the 3 stem G182CUAGC(N166)G10CUCAGC, and this stem was
conserved between the mouse and rat leaders. This isEnd of the Cat-1 Leader
The data in Figure 3 suggest that residues270 to193 consistent with our data that the inducible IRES involves
long-range RNA interactions within the leader (Figure 1).of the cat-1 leader inhibit ribosome scanning. How is
this related to the uORF-dependent induction of IRES We next tested if the predicted stem is involved in
regulated cat-1 IRES activity. We first showed that theactivity? We hypothesized that translation of the uORF
mediates a conformational change, disrupting interac- minimal regulated IRES is located 3 to G182, which is
the beginning of the predicted stem (Figures 4A and 4B,tions of residues 221 to 193 and allowing residues
192 to 1 to form the inducible IRES. To test this constructs one to five). The stem could play one of
two roles in regulating IRES activity: (1) it could be ahypothesis, we tested the ability of residues192 to1
Cell
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Figure 5. Translation of the uORF Mediates Dynamic RNA Interactions within the Cat-1 Leader
C6 cells were transiently transfected with bicistronic expression vectors containing the cat1-5UTR sequences shown in (A) between the CAT
and LUC cistrons. Mutations within the cat1-5UTR sequences are underlined. The LUC/CAT ratios in fed and starved cells were determined
as described in Figure 1. The numbers at the bottom of (B) and (C) indicate the constructs that were used.
structural component of the IRES, functioning indepen- 4E). We conclude that eIF2 phosphorylation modulates
the activity of the short cat-1 IRES. This finding alsodently of its sequence, or (2) it could play a functional
role perhaps by forming a binding site for a regulatory supports the conclusion that residues 192 to 1 con-
tain the inducible IRES.protein. In either case, mutations disrupting the stem
should abolish inducible IRES function. However, if the
secondary structure, and not the primary sequence of uORF-Mediated Dynamic RNA Interactions Lead
to Formation of the Inducible IRESthe stem, is important, compensatory mutations on both
sides of the stem that preserve the structure should Our hypothesis is that the cat-1 leader is usually in an
inactive conformation in vivo, and translation of therestore regulation. Mutations in either side of the stem
abolished induction of IRES activity by amino acid star- uORF switches the IRES to the inducible state. We fur-
ther hypothesized that mutations that inactivate the shortvation (Figure 4B, compare construct one with con-
structs six and seven). Mutations in both sides of the cat1(192) IRES should also inactivate the cat1(270)
IRES. We therefore tested if the G182CUAGC(N166)G10stem that result in a stem of the same length but different
sequence restored inducible IRES activity (Figure 4B, CUCAGC stem is important for the uORF-dependent
induction of activity by amino acid starvation. Mutationsconstructs one and eight). These data support the idea
that the G182CUAGC(N166)G10CUCAGC stem-loop forms in either side of the stem abolished induction in
cat1(270) (Figure 4C, constructs nine to eleven). More-a structure that plays an important role in inducible IRES
function. over, induction was restored by introducing compensa-
tory mutations (Figure 4C, constructs nine to twelve). InWe have shown earlier that the activity of the uORF-
containing cat-1 IRES is induced by amino acid starva- agreement with our hypothesis, translation of the uORF
was required for induction of IRES activity of the com-tion in a manner dependent on phosphorylation of the
translation initiation factor eIF2 (Fernandez et al., 2002). pensatory mutant because mutation of the uORF ATG to
TTG in the cat1(270)COMP vector abolished inductionWe wished to know if the inducible activity of the trun-
cated IRES cat1(192) also depends on eIF2phosphory- (Figure 4C, constructs twelve and thirteen). Finally, we
showed that deletion of the bulging C of the stem causedlation. To answer this question, we expressed bicistronic
mRNAs containing either cat1(270) or cat1(192) in a 50% loss of inducible IRES activity, suggesting that
it plays a role in the induced state of the IRES (Figureembryonic fibroblast cells (MEFs A/A, Figure 4E) which
contained a homozygous mutation of Ser51 to Ala in 4C, constructs nine and fourteen). These data support
the hypothesis that sequences required for the inducibleeIF2 (Scheuner et al., 2001). This eIF2 mutant cannot
be phosphorylated. Induction of cat1(192)-mediated IRES are found in residues 192 to 1 of the cat-1
leader, and sequences from224 to192 inhibit forma-translation was dependent on phosphorylation of eIF2
(Figure 4E). Amino acid starvation induced IRES-medi- tion of the inducible IRES in the absence of uORF trans-
lation.ated translation in wild-type cells, but no induction of
either cat1(192) or cat1(270)-mediated translation What are the RNA structures in nucleotides 224 to
192 that regulate inducible IRES function? To deter-was observed during starvation in mutant cells (Figure
Translation of a uORF Regulates IRES Structure
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Figure 6. Nuclease and Chemical Sensitivity Mapping of the Cat1(270) and Cat1(192) Leaders
In vitro transcribed cat1(270) (A) and cat1(192) (B) RNAs were 5 end labeled, gel purified, renatured in the presence or absence of Mg2,
and incubated with the nucleases (T1 and V1) or DEPC/aniline (see Experimental Procedures). The cleavage products were resolved on 7%
acrylamide/7 M urea sequencing gels. The radioactivity on the gels was measured by phosphorimaging. Numbers on the left indicate the
positions of residues relative to the cat-1 ORF ATG. RNAs subjected to alkaline hydrolysis and T1 nuclease are shown on the left. The tables
show a summary of selected cleavages from the experiments in (A) and (B). The tables also list cleavages within the region 1 and 20,
which were studied using chemical and enzymatic probing of 3 end-labeled RNAs (data not shown).
mine this, we expressed bicistronic mRNAs that con- struct cat1(218) was not induced, suggesting that the
RNA is in a conformation that cannot function as an induc-tained deletions at the 5 end of the cat-1 leader (Figure
5A). Analysis of LUC and CAT expression from these ible IRES. (4) Deletion of residues C218CGGCUCG
GAUU207 (construct seven) results in complete restora-constructs demonstrates the following. (1) The basal IRES
activity was the same for all vectors. (2) The cat1(225) tion of inducible IRES activity (Figures 5A and 5B), with
partial restoration by deletion up to residues 212 andleader was fully inducible as shown in Figure 1. (3) Con-
Cell
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Figure 7. Inhibition of Translation by the Cat-1 Leader in Cell-Free Assays Involves Long-Range RNA Interactions
(A) Proposed conformations of the cat-1 mRNA leader. In the absence of uORF translation, the RNA is involved in a structure that inhibits
formation of the inducible IRES (left). The structure shown is a working model that is consistent with our data. When the uORF is translated,
the structured cat-1 leader unfolds, allowing new RNA interactions within the 192 nt at the 3 end (right). The RNA structure is the IRES that
can be induced by amino acid starvation. Cleavage sites as determined in Figure 6 are shown.
(B–E) RNAs containing the indicated cat-1 sequences attached to a truncated LUC ORF were translated in vitro in the presence of [35S]Met
and analyzed as in Figure 3. The numbers indicate the vectors in (A) used to generate the RNAs.
(F) The zipper model of translational control. This kinetic model involves three stages. In stage I, which occurs in the absence of uORF
translation, the IRES is in an unproductive conformation and its activity cannot be induced by amino acid starvation. In stage II, which is
formed upon translation of the uORF, the IRES is in a productive conformation that can be induced by amino acid starvation. In stage III,
which occurs during amino acid starvation, an ITAF binds the inducible IRES converting it to the induced state, resulting in the initiation of
translation at the cat-1 ORF. The arrows indicate the favored kinetic states.
Translation of a uORF Regulates IRES Structure
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209 (constructs five and six). These data suggest that cleavages at As and Gs by single-stranded cleavage
reagents, suggesting a less-stable structure thanresidues C218CGGCUC212 are involved in an RNA struc-
ture that locks the cat-1 mRNA leader in the dormant cat1(270). Cleavages at As and Gs in the 1 to 192
region by single-strand cleavage reagents were seenstate. This conclusion is consistent with our in vitro
translation study showing that RNAs containing the for 22% of the residues in cat1(192) but only 9% of
the residues in cat1(270) (Figure 6). Interestingly,cat1(–215) and cat1(212) leaders were translated less
efficiently than cat1(192) (Figure 3B, compare lanes 8, cleavage at As with single-strand cleavage reagents was
mainly observed in the absence of Mg2 (Figure 6B),9, and 16).
suggesting that Mg2 stabilizes the structure. The con-
clusion that the cat1(192) leader is structurally lessThe Inhibitory Residues C218CGGCUCGGAUU207
stable than the cat1(270) leader is supported by theAre Found within Double-Stranded RNA Structures
cell-free translation data, in which this leader mediatesWhat is the structure of the dormant state of the IRES?
translation 40 times more efficiently than the uORFmutWe hypothesized that C218CGGCUCGGAUU207 is in-
leader (Figure 3C). These data support our hypothesisvolved in an RNA structure that locks the IRES in the
that translation of the uORF functions as the regulatorydormant state. To address this issue, we performed RNA
switch from a stable dormant state of the IRES to anstructure probing experiments on cat1(270). We also
unstable inducible state. Because the stem G182CUAprobed the structure of the cat1(192) leader to com-
GC/G10CUCAGC is important for cat1(192)-inducedpare it to the full-length leader. Two enzymatic probes
activity, it’s possible that the stem is stabilized duringwere used. RNase T1 cleaves unpaired Gs and RNase
amino acid starvation, thereby supporting formation ofV1 cleaves double-stranded regions. We also used
the induced IRES.chemical cleavage of RNA modified by DEPC, which
Based on these observations, we propose models formodifies the N7 position of unstacked/unpaired A resi-
the dormant and inducible states of the IRES (Figuredues (Figure 6). Since proper folding of many functional
7A). In the dormant state, the 5 part of the stemRNAs requires divalent metal ions (Vos et al., 2002),
(G182CUAGC) is found within a 16 nucleotide loop andexperiments were performed in the absence or presence
it interacts with the 3 part of the stem (G10CUCAGC)of Mg2.
via a pseudoknot. The loop is supported by the stemThe cleavage sites in the uORF-containing leader
C202CGCGUGCGCC(N16)G175GUGUGAGCGG. Threeshould provide information of RNA interactions involved
nucleotides (A191, C186, and A179) within the loop arein the dormant state of the IRES. The following cleavages
cleaved by V1 nuclease. This model is based on thewere observed in the regions that are the focus of this
structure mapping data (Figure 6A) and the fact thatpaper (Figure 6A). (1) G216, C212GG210, and U208UC
G194C193 inhibited ribosome movement in vitro (Figurewere cleaved by V1 nuclease. These residues are within
3, lane 15). In contrast, uORF translation disrupts thethe 218CCGGCUCGGAUU207 sequence, which was
RNA structure, allowing G182CUAGC and G10CUCAGCshown to be important for the dormant state of the IRES
to form the stem that is essential for IRES function.(Figure 5B). (2) C193, A191, and C186 were also cleaved
by V1, suggesting interaction with another sequence.
These residues are in the region G194CCAUCCCC186, The Dormant State of the IRES Involves Multiple
RNA Interactionswhich had an inhibitory effect on ribosome scanning
(Figure 3, construct sixteen). (3) The regions C202 to Our working model suggested that C187C186 interacts
with G216G215 and A191UCC interacts with G211GAUC192, G175 to G165, and U162 to A152 received several
V1 hits, suggesting their possible interaction. (4) Nucleo- via pseudoknots. We hypothesized that this interaction
needs to be unwound by the translating ribosome totides A179, G170, A169, and A152 were cleaved with
DEPC or T1 nuclease more strongly in the absence of allow formation of the inducible IRES. To test this hy-
pothesis, we mutated these residues in cat1(225)mut,Mg2, suggesting that Mg2 stabilizes interactions of
these nucleotides with their counterparts. (5) Residues which cannot be induced due to the absence of a func-
tional uORF (Figure 5A, constructs ten to seventeen).G216, A179, and G151 were cleaved by both V1 and
single-stranded RNA cleavage reagents, suggesting We expected that mutations disrupting the secondary
structure would convert the cat1(225)mut leader to antheir presence in a tertiary structure. Overall, the data
suggest that the 5 end of the uORF (G216 to U146) is inducible IRES. Furthermore, our model predicts that
compensatory mutations of inducible IRESs should re-involved in extensive secondary/tertiary structure.
Structure probing data of the cat1(192) RNA support sult in dormant IRESs. Amino acid starvation induced
the IRES activity of the constructs with mutations inthe existence of the stem G182CUAGC/G10CUCAGC,
but they also suggest that this RNA forms a more flexible G211GAU, A191UCC, and C187C, but not the mutant in
G216G215 (Figures 5A and 5C, constructs ten, eleven,structure than the full-length leader. mfold software pre-
dicts that G182CUAGC and G10CUCAGC form a stem thirteen, and fourteen). However, a double mutant in
G216G215 and G211GAU showed an induction similar to(Figure 4D). In agreement with the prediction, strong
RNase V1 cleavages were observed in these residues the uORF-containing leader (Figures 5A and 5C, con-
struct twelve). In agreement with our hypothesis, com-(Figure 6B). However, two strong RNase T1 cleavages
at G182 and G178 suggest that the stem is not continuous pensatory mutations inhibited induction by amino acid
starvation (Figure 5C, compare constructs fourteen and(Figure 6B). In addition, the V1 cleavages at A176GGU173
and U13U12 suggest that the G182CUAGC/G10CUC sixteen, as well as twelve, fifteen, and seventeen). As a
final test of this conclusion, we introduced these com-AGC stem may be, in fact, longer (compare Figures 6B
and 4D). The cat1(192) RNA revealed several strong pensatory mutations into a construct that contained a
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functional uORF (Figure 5C, construct eighteen). As ex- had no effect on translation of the LUC cistron of the
pected, the IRES activity of this construct was induced cat1(270) RNA, suggesting that the translational in-
by amino acid starvation as well as the wild-type (Figure hibition of this leader involves multiple RNA interac-
5C, constructs one and eighteen). tions. However, translation of cat1(215) was increased
A possible explanation for the lack of induction of the when G182CUAGC was mutated to G182CAUCA,
G216G to A216A mutant is that the mutant A216 interacts whereas a compensatory mutation (G10CUCAGC to
with U185. To further test the ability of G216 to inhibit U10GACUGC) partially restored inhibition (Figure 7E,
IRES activation, we mutated G216 to C within the cat1 compare lanes 11, 12, and 13). Mutagenesis of either
(225)mut vector. This mutant, which cannot interact side of the G182CUAGC/ G10CUCAGC stem in the
with C187CU, was induced by 60% of the full-length cat1(194) leader also abolished translational inhibition
leader, supporting the conclusion that G216 is important (data not shown). These data suggest that residues
for the uORF-dependent regulation of IRES activity (data 270 to 215 play a major role in inhibiting ribosome
not shown). All the above data suggest that interaction scanning and also suggest that part of the inhibitory
of residues between 216 to 208 with residues 191 structure within the full-length leader is the G182CUAGC
to 186 is critical for establishing the dormant state of and G10CUCAGC stem.
the IRES. We conclude that the dormant state of the cat-1 IRES
Finally, in order to provide evidence for the pseu- as determined in in vitro translation assays involves mul-
doknot interaction of the G182CUAGC/G10CUCAGC tiple RNA interactions including the residues G182CU
stem in the dormant state of the IRES, we performed AGC/G10CUCAGC. However, dynamic RNA interac-
cell-free translation assays. The aim of these assays was tions during translation of the uORF in vivo allow forma-
to demonstrate that residues G182CUAGC are within a tion of the inducible IRES, of which an important struc-
loop formed by the interaction of G194CC with G175GU. tural component is a stem of the same residues.
We also wished to show that residues G10CUCAGC are
involved in long-range RNA interactions, contributing to Discussion
the inhibitory structure of the leader. We hypothesized
that inhibition of ribosome scanning by G194C (Figure It is shown here that a small uORF in the 5 leader is
3) was either due to a hairpin formed at the 5 end of the switch that regulates cat-1 IRES activity during
the leader or to long-range RNA interactions. To evalu- amino acid limitation. In the absence of uORF transla-
ate these possibilities, two RNAs were generated that tion, the leader is locked in an inactive conformation.
had either 80 nucleotides or 116 nucleotides deleted Translation of the uORF remodels the RNA leader and
from the 3 end of the cat1(194) leader (Figure 7B, results in formation of the inducible IRES by the 192 nt
vectors 3 and 4). Both of these RNAs were translated at the 3 end of the leader. Dynamic RNA interactions
more efficiently than the cat1(194) RNA (Figure 7C, are involved in this conformational change of the leader,
compare lanes 2 with 3 and 4), suggesting that the inhibi- suggesting that IRESs are not static RNA structures as
tion caused by cat1(194) involves interactions of the is widely assumed today.
5 and 3 ends of the leader. We next tested the interac-
Our model of the cat-1 IRES proposed that the uORF
tion of G194CC with G175GU (Figure 7A). This was tested
plays the role of the zipper that opens and closes the
by mutagenizing G175GU to AAA within the cat1(194)
IRES (Figure 7). In our model of the inactive leader,
leader (Figure 7B, construct five). This mutation abol-
extensive interactions between the 5 and 3 regionsished the inhibitory effect of the leader in vitro (Figure
keep the leader in the dormant state (Figure 7A). In7C, lanes 2 and 5). To further test the interaction of
addition to the interactions reported here, mutations inG194CC with G175GU, we generated a mutant that had
residues 154 to 148 made induction of the IRESGGU in place of G194CC and GCC in place of G175GU
in the full-length leader uORF-independent (data not(Figure 7B, vector 6). This mutant was translated poorly,
shown), suggesting that these sequences also stabilizesimilar to the cat1(194) RNA (Figure 7D). We conclude
the inactive state. Based on the structure probing data,that the poor translation of the cat1(194) RNA is proba-
we proposed that A152GUCU interacts with A16GAUUbly due to the interaction of sequences G194CC and
(Figure 7A).G175GU and long-range RNA interactions involving the
There is an apparent discrepancy between the dataregion80 to1. A reasonable hypothesis for the long-
from in vitro translation and in vivo studies of IRES activ-range interactions is that residues within the loop formed
ity. The region 206 to 194 of the cat-1 leader pre-by the G194CC/G175GU stem interact with sequences
vented ribosome scanning during in vitro translation asat the 3 end of the leader. This hypothesis was tested
compared to the cat1(192) leader (Figure 3B) but didnext.
not prevent inducible IRES activity in vivo (Figures 5AWe hypothesized that the 5 part of the stem (G182CU
and 5B). The difference can be due to the fact that inAGCA) within the loop interacts with the 3 part of the
vitro translation assays measure ribosome loading andstem (G10CUCAGC) via a pseudoknot. To test for the
scanning from the 5 end of the mRNA, whereas IRESpresence of a pseudoknot, we generated cat1(270)
assays measure accessibility of sequences in the middleand cat1(215) RNAs with mutations within the stem
of an mRNA. This difference can also be explained if(Figure 7E, vectors 8–13). The same mutations that inac-
the dormant state of the IRES is determined by multipletivated the cat1(192) inducible IRES (Figure 4B) were
RNA interactions that contribute to the overall stabilityused here. The cat1(270) and cat1(215) RNAs were
of the RNA leader.poorly translated in vitro (Figure 3) and, therefore,
Our model predicts that translation of the uORF un-were good candidates to test our hypothesis. Mutations
in either side of the G182CUAGCA/G10CUCAGC stem folds the dormant leader cat1(270) and promotes for-
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mation of the inducible IRES cat1(192). Because the initiates uORF translation. This hypothesis is currently
being tested. If this is true, the stage I conformationdormant state (predicted G  98 kcal/mol) is more
stable than the inducible state (G 50 kcal/mol), we should be required for initiation of uORF translation.
Furthermore, translation of the uORF should unfold thesuggest that the zipper model is a kinetic model. In
conditions of amino acid sufficiency, the steady state stage I leader and thus inactivate the IRES that trans-
lates the uORF. Once the ribosome leaves the uORFfavors the dormant conformation (Figure 7A). Kinetic
trapping of the inducible conformation by the transla- AUG, the RNA either refolds into the dormant state
(stage I) in amino-acid-fed cells or forms the inducedtional machinery can explain translation initiation at the
cat-1 ATG during amino acid sufficiency. Our data sup- cat-1(192) IRES (stage III) in amino-acid-starved cells.
Our model therefore predicts that each round of uORFport this argument. In vitro translation of the LUC RNA
mediated by the full-length leader was 2-fold higher than translation generates the inducible IRES.
The presence of uORFs within mRNA leaders hastranslation mediated by the full-length leader with the
uORF ATG mutated (Figure 3C). The scanning model of been mainly associated with inhibition of translation at
downstream ORFs (Meijer and Thomas, 2002). In con-translational initiation predicts the opposite because in
this model, translation of the uORF should prevent the trast, translation of the cat-1 uORF results in stimulation
of translation initiating at the cat-1 AUG. This is similarribosome from reaching a downstream ORF (Meijer and
Thomas, 2002). Therefore, it is possible that basal levels to translation of GCN4 mRNA in yeast and ATF4 mRNA
in mammalian cells (Gaba et al., 2001; Harding et al.,of translation at the cat-1 AUG involve trapping of the
metastable inducible IRES. A kinetic trapping model has 2000). Initiation at the GCN4 ORF increases during
amino acid limitation by a mechanism involving transla-been described for the bacterial ermC mRNA (Hahn et
al., 1982). It was proposed that basal synthesis of ermC tion reinitiation following cap-dependent translation of
several small uORFs (Gaba et al., 2001). In contrast,occurs by kinetic trapping of metastable active interme-
diate RNA conformations of the leader during tran- translation of the cat-1 ORF is mediated by the IRES via
dynamic RNA interactions within the leader. The modescription.
Our studies also demonstrate that amino acid starva- of translational control described here is reminiscent of
translational attenuation observed in the bacterial ermCtion and eIF2 phosphorylation induced the activity of
the cat1(192) IRES. We previously showed that eIF2 mRNA (Hahn et al., 1982) and transcriptional attenuation
found in biosynthetic operons such as the E. coli trpphosphorylation is required for the induction of cat1(270)
activity (Fernandez et al., 2002). This requirement was operon (Yanofsky, 2000). In these cases, ribosome stall-
ing alters an RNA structure resulting in transcriptionalindirect, because increased eIF2 phosphorylation is
transient and returns to baseline levels by 2 hr of starva- termination (trp operon) or increased translation initia-
tion (ermC).tion, whereas induction of cat-1 translation is not detected
until 9 hr and continues for at least 18 hr. Based on these We propose that the zipper model of translational
control involves a conformational change of RNA se-results, we proposed that eIF2 phosphorylation induces
the synthesis of an IRES trans-acting factor (ITAF), which quences from a pseudoknot to a stem interaction. Pseu-
doknots have been found to be functionally importanttraps or stabilizes the inducible IRES. Several ITAFs
have recently been described (Bonnal et al., 2003). in a number of RNAs (Fletcher and Jackson, 2002; Garla-
pati and Wang, 2002; Wang et al., 1995). Two studiesWe propose that there are three stages in the regula-
tion of cat-1 IRES activity (Figure 7F). In stage I, which are relevant to this report: pseudoknots in the E. coli 
operon mRNA and the hepatitis C virus (HCV) IRES. Inoccurs in the absence of uORF translation, the RNA is
in an unproductive conformation, and therefore IRES the E. coli operon, translational repression occurs via a
conformational switch between two states of the mRNAactivity cannot be induced by amino acid starvation. In
stage II, which is caused by translation of the uORF, the supported in both states by pseudoknot interactions
(Schlax et al., 2001). The regulatory switch is the bindingRNA assumes a productive conformation, forming the
IRES that can be induced by amino acid starvation. In of the S4 ribosomal protein to the inactive conformation.
In contrast, the active state of the cat-1 IRES is stabilizedstage III, which occurs during amino acid starvation,
an ITAF binds the inducible IRES leading to increased by the binding of an ITAF. In the case of HCV and the
closely-related CSFV IRESs, a pseudoknot and uORFsinitiation of translation at the cat-1 ORF. This model
suggests that translation of the uORF plays different in the RNA leader are important for IRES function (Rijn-
brand et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1995). In contrast toroles in fed and starved cells. In fed cells, uORF transla-
tion inhibits translation initiation downstream by pre- these two viral IRESs, the proposed pseudoknots in
the cat-1 mRNA leader are associated with the inactiveventing the ribosome from reaching the cat-1 ORF. In
starved cells, uORF translation unfolds the leader, conformation and disruption of the pseudoknots acti-
vates the IRES. It will be interesting to know if formationallowing the ITAF that is synthesized in response to
eIF2 phosphorylation to bind to the IRES and initiate of the pseudoknots in the HCV and CFSV IRESs is regu-
lated by translation of the uORFs.cat-1 protein synthesis.
How is the uORF translated within the bicistronic Numerous studies have shown the modular organiza-
tion of viral IRESs (Hellen and Sarnow, 2001), but theRNA? Our data suggest that it is translated via an IRES
that is located downstream of the uORF initiation codon structural organization of most cellular IRES elements
is yet to be determined (Le Quesne et al., 2001). FutureA224UG. This conclusion is supported by the fact that
both the cat-1(225) and cat-1(270) IRESs are induced studies will determine whether the organization of the
cat-1 IRES, with inhibitory and activating regions, isby amino acid starvation in a uORF-dependent manner.
An interesting hypothesis is that the dormant conforma- found in other cellular IRESs.
What is the physiological relevance of translationaltion of the leader (Figure 7A) might be the IRES that
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RNAs, which did not contain the 59 nt of LUC sequences at the 3control of the cat-1 mRNA? Cat-1 protein levels increase
end, revealed identical pattern of cleavages with the RNAs that40-fold during amino acid depletion to prepare the cell
contained these nucleotides.to transport amino acids once they become available.
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